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Baring Asset Management Group Companies
(the “Companies”)

Proxy Voting Policies and Procedures
Executive Summary
The Companies owe fiduciary, contractual, and statutory duties to vote proxies on the
securities that they manage for many of their clients. The Companies will vote client proxies in
accordance with the procedures set forth below unless the client retains in writing the right to
vote proxies or the Companies determine that any benefit the client may gain from voting a
proxy would be outweighed by the costs associated therewith. For many clients, the Companies
have assumed contractual responsibility to vote proxies on the securities that they manage for
those clients’ accounts. For ERISA clients (i.e., employee benefit plans formed pursuant to the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974), the Companies owe fiduciary and statutory
duties to vote proxies on ERISA client securities unless the ERISA clients have explicitly
retained the obligation to do so. The Companies also vote proxies for those clients who have
invested in certain commingled funds, but do not vote proxies for clients who have invested in
the “active/passive” commingled funds maintained at State Street Bank and Trust (“State
Street”), as State Street retains authority to vote proxies for those clients. To ascertain whether a
particular client has delegated proxy voting responsibility to the Companies, please contact the
Global Events Department or Legal and Compliance Department.
The Companies reserve the right to amend these Proxy Voting Policies and Procedures
from time to time without prior notice to their clients.
Special Circumstances When Proxy Votes May Not Be Cast
In some cases, the Companies may determine that it is not in the best economic interests
of clients to vote proxies. For example, some non-U.S. securities issuers impose fees on
shareholders or their custodians for exercising the right to vote proxies. Other issuers may
“block,” or prohibit, shareholders from transferring or otherwise disposing of their shares for a
period of time after the securities holders have noticed their intent to vote their proxies.
Moreover, some issuers require the registration of securities in the name of the beneficial owners
before permitting proxies to be cast, and thus mandate the disclosure of the identity of beneficial
owners of securities, which may be contrary to the wishes of the Companies’ clients.
The U.S. Department of Labor (the “U.S. Labor Department”), which enforces ERISA,
recognizes that ERISA clients may incur additional costs in voting proxies linked to shares of
non-U.S. corporations. The U.S. Labor Department advises that investment advisers, such as the
Companies, should weigh the effect of voting clients’ shares against the cost of voting.
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In these instances, the Global Events Department will notify the appropriate portfolio
managers of the costs or restrictions that may apply in voting proxies. Portfolio managers, with
guidance from the Proxy Committee if desired, will weigh the economic benefit to the
Companies’ clients of voting those proxies against the cost of doing so. The Global Events
Department shall record the reason for any proxy not being voted, which record shall be kept
with the proxy voting records of the Companies.
Institutional Shareholder Services (“ISS”)
The Companies have contracted with ISS, an independent third party service provider, to
vote the Companies’ clients’ proxies according to ISS’s proxy voting recommendations. ISS
will also provide proxy analysis, vote recommendations, vote execution and record-keeping
services for clients for which the Companies have proxy voting responsibility.
The clients’ custodians forward proxy materials to ISS for those clients who rely on the
Companies to vote proxies. ISS forwards proxy proposals along with ISS proxy analysis and
vote recommendations to the Companies. The Companies maintain standing instructions that
direct ISS to vote all proxies in accordance with ISS recommendations.
ISS Conflict of Interest
There may be instances when ISS makes no recommendation on a proxy voting issue or
is recused due to a conflict of interest. In these situations, the applicable portfolio manager will
review the issue and, if the Companies do not also have a conflict of interest, direct the Global
Events Department to direct ISS how to vote the proxies. If the Companies have a conflict of
interest, the Companies, in their sole discretion, shall either engage an independent third party to
provide a vote recommendation or contact the client for direction as to how to vote the proxies.
Override of ISS Recommendation
There may be occasions where the Companies’ portfolio managers seek to override ISS’s
recommendations if they believe that ISS’s recommendations are not in accordance with the best
economic interests of clients. In the event that the Companies’ portfolio managers disagree with
an ISS recommendation on a particular voting issue, the appropriate portfolio manager shall
document in writing the reasons that the portfolio manager believes that the ISS recommendation
is not in accordance with clients’ best economic interests and submit such written documentation
to the Global Events Department.
The Global Events Team shall review the rationale stated to ensure that it is expressed in clear,
understandable and complete sentences. Any concerns should be returned to the Portfolio
Manager for clarification and revision of the rationale. The Global Events Team shall ensure that
when the company is a client of Barings and we wish to vote with the company contrary to the
recommendation of ISS, that the procedure set out in this policy under ‘Conflicts of Interest’ is
followed.
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Responsibility for the provision of a clear rationale for each occasion when ISS recommendation
is not to be followed rests with the Portfolio Manager. The Proxy Voting Committee at each
meeting will collectively review and approve the rationale given. If any rationale is judged to be
inadequate, further clarification will be requested from the Portfolio Manager.
The Global Events Team can refer the matter to the Proxy Committee where they are concerned
with the rationale for overriding ISS recommendations.
Special Client Instructions
There are instances when a client has instructed the Companies how they would like the
Companies to vote proxies on particular issues of corporate governance or other matters. The
Companies will be responsible for voting in accordance with the client instructions. The Global
Events Department will maintain a list of clients that have provided the Companies with special
proxy voting instructions, and will ensure that the client’s account is set up as a segregated
account with ISS. Furthermore, the Global Events Department is responsible for sending a
request form to the Client Service Representative responsible for that client to obtain from the
Client Service Representative the specific voting instructions on behalf of that client.
Proxy Committee
The Companies have established a Proxy Voting Committee, which shall include
representatives from portfolio management, operations, and legal/compliance or other functional
departments as deemed appropriate who are knowledgeable regarding the proxy process. A list
of the current members of the Proxy Voting Committee is attached hereto as Schedule A. A
majority of the members of the Proxy Committee shall constitute a quorum and the Proxy
Committee shall act by a majority vote. The Proxy Committee meetings may be conducted in
person, telephonically, or via electronic communication (e-mail). A member of the Global
Events Department will manage the proxy voting process, which includes the taking of minutes
of the Proxy Committee, the voting of proxies, and the maintenance of appropriate records.
The Global Events Department shall call Proxy Committee meetings, prior to the casting
of a vote, to review votes where ISS is conflicted. In these situations, the Proxy Committee shall
meet to review the issue and direct ISS how to vote the proxy. The Proxy Committee shall
review information provided to it to determine if a real or perceived conflict of interest exists and
the minutes of the Proxy Committee shall describe any real or perceived conflict of interest and
any procedures used to address such conflict of interest.
The Global Events Department shall also call quarterly Proxy Committee meetings to: (i)
monitor the Companies’ adherence to these Procedures; (ii) review votes against ISS
recommendations or where ISS was conflicted; (iii) review the list of client requests for a copy
of these Procedures and/or the proxy voting record; and (iv) review new corporate governance
issues and industry trends and determine whether changes to these Procedures are necessary or
appropriate.
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Conflicts of Interest – general
To avoid voting proxies in circumstances where the Companies have or may have any
conflict of interest, real or perceived, the Companies have contracted with ISS to provide proxy
analysis, vote recommendations and voting of proxies, as discussed herein. In instances where
ISS has recused itself and makes no recommendation on a particular matter the portfolio
manager can direct the Global Events department to direct ISS how to vote proxies assuming the
portfolio manager and the Proxy Committee confirm the Companies are not conflicted. If an
override submission is requested by a portfolio manager, the Proxy Committee shall determine
how the proxy is to be voted, in which case the Proxy Committee will determine whether a
conflict of interest exists and that the rationale to vote against ISS is reasonable and is in the best
interests of clients.
There may be occasions when a portfolio manager and/or member of its team who are
involved in the proxy voting decision may have a conflict of interest, or the Companies have a
business relationship with the company soliciting the proxy. A person shall not be considered to
have a conflict of interest if the person did not know of the conflict of interest and did not
attempt to influence the outcome of a proxy vote. Any person with actual knowledge of a
conflict of interest relating to a particular item shall disclose that conflict to the Global Events
Department.
The following are examples of situations where a conflict of interest may exist:
•
•
•
•

The company soliciting the proxy is a client of the Companies;
The company soliciting the proxy is an affiliate of the Companies;
An employee of the Companies is a also a director, officer or employee of the
company soliciting the proxy; and
A portfolio manager and/or a partner/spouse of a SIT member, who is involved in
making the voting decision is a director, officer, or employee of the company
soliciting the proxy.

To monitor the above examples of where a conflict of interest may exist, the Global
Events Department is responsible for maintaining a list of all publicly traded clients (and the
client’s parent company) of the Companies. The Companies currently have no affiliates that are
publicly traded companies. The London Legal Department shall maintain a list of all employees
of the Companies who are directors or officers of publicly traded companies, and shall advise, as
applicable, the London Head of Compliance, who will then advise the Global Events
Department. The portfolio manager and members of the SIT who are involved in the voting
decision are responsible for notifying the Global Events Department, via the proxy voting form,
if said portfolio manager, member or said member’s partner/spouse is a director, officer or
employee of the company soliciting the proxy or if the SIT member is aware of any other
possible real or perceived conflicts of interest.
The Companies have a duty to vote proxies in the best interests of their clients.
Therefore, in situations where there is a real or perceived conflict of interest, the Companies will
either vote the securities in accordance with a pre-determined policy based upon the
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recommendations of an independent third party, such as a proxy voting service, or disclose the
conflict to the client and obtain the client’s direction to vote the proxy.

Conflicts of interest – Barings Mutual Funds
Discretionary Clients.
Where the IMA requires it OR for UK mutual funds, we cannot vote our Clients' holdings of any
mutual funds or other securities managed or advised by Barings or any other member of the
MassMutual group - an "In-House Vote" - unless we have obtained the relevant Client's prior
instructions on how to vote that particular holding - and irrespective of whether we are voting in
line with ISS's recommendation.
In this scenario, each Client will need to be contacted and their specific instructions sought on
how we should vote. These instructions should be obtained in accordance with any applicable
requirements as regards obtaining instructions as specified in the relevant IMA / Authorised
Signatory list, with appropriate records maintained to demonstrate that this has been done.
The default position will be that it is assumed the client must be contacted unless proved
otherwise (note: for UK mutual funds we must always contact the clients). Where the IMA does
not require the client to be contacted, then we can only vote in line with ISS recommendations. If
the Portfolio Manager wishes to override ISS recommendations they must get the written
agreement of the client.
Mutual Funds
In a situation where one Barings mutual fund is invested in another Barings mutual fund then the
following process should be followed.
UK Funds. These units cannot be voted. This is in accordance with FSA requirements.
Non UK Funds. Voting should be undertaken in accordance with the provisions stated in the
general ‘Conflict of Interest’ section above. If a Portfolio Manager wishes to override ISS (or
another independent third party) recommendation then this will be referred to the Proxy Voting
Committee for review. Any decision by the Proxy Voting Committee to override the
recommendation of an independent third party must demonstrate why it is considered to be in the
interests of Barings’ clients.

ISS Proxy Voting Guidelines
A copy of ISS’s proxy voting guidelines can be found on the ISS Website at
http://www.issproxy.com/policy/2006policy.jsp.
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Proxy Voting Policies and Procedures and Voting Records
A copy of these Proxy Voting Policies and Procedures as well as a record of how proxies
have been voted for a client’s account will be provided to the client upon request. Clients may
request a copy of these Proxy Voting Policies and Procedures and information about how the
Companies voted proxies on the client’s behalf by contacting their client service representative.
Recordkeeping
The Companies must retain the following documentation as it relates to proxy voting:
1.

Copies of all Proxy Voting policies & Procedures;

2.

A copy of each proxy statement received regarding client securities;
(An adviser may satisfy this requirement by relying on a third party to make and retain,
on the adviser's behalf, a copy of a proxy statement (provided that the adviser has
obtained an undertaking from the third party to provide a copy of the proxy statement
promptly upon request) or may rely on obtaining a copy of a proxy statement from the
Commission's Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval (EDGAR) system.)

3.

A record of each vote cast on behalf of a client;
(An adviser may satisfy this requirement by relying on a third party to make and retain,
on the adviser's behalf, a record of the vote cast, provided that the adviser has obtained an
undertaking from the third party to provide a copy of the record promptly upon request.)

4.

A copy of any document created by the adviser that was material to making a decision
how to vote proxies on behalf of a client or that memorializes the basis for that decision;
and

5..

A copy of each written request for information on how the adviser voted proxies on
behalf of the client, and a copy of any written response by the adviser to any (written or
oral) client request for information on how the adviser voted proxies on behalf of the
requesting client.

The above records shall be maintained and preserved in an easily accessible place for a
period of not less than five years from the end of the fiscal year during which the last entry was
made on such record, the first two years in an appropriate office of the adviser. The Companies
rely on ISS and the Global Events Department to maintain the above records.

APPENDIX A
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PROXY VOTING COMMITTEE MEMBERS

1.

Team Leader – Global Events Department (London)

2.

Head of Market Activities (London)

3.

Head of Equities (London)

4.

Head of Compliance (London)

5.

Head of Investment Operations (London)

6.

Head of Compliance (Boston)
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Proxy Voting Policies and Procedures
Summary of Revisions
Effective Date:
May 1, 2006
Date of Last Annual Review:
Date of Last Periodic Review: December 2006

Date
Change

of Page Section/Paragraph

March 2006
December
2006

4

Override of ISS
recommendations

December
2006

7

Conflict of interest –
mutual funds

December
2006
April 2007
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Proxy Committee
paragraph 2

Summary of Change
Revised entire policy to vote with ISS
recommendations.
Overrides will be reviewed by Global
Events rather than PVC. PVC will review
quarterly retrospectively
New section added to clarify process for
addressing conflicts of interest on Barings
(or affiliated) mutual funds
Removal of names of members to prevent
unnecessary updating
Deletion of contradictory statements
regarding Overrides of ISS
recommendations
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